## EPSRC mathematical sciences small grants scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunity status:</th>
<th>Open</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Funders:</td>
<td><a href="https://www.epsrc.ac.uk">Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC)</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding type:</td>
<td>Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total fund:</td>
<td>£2,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award range:</td>
<td>£10,000 - £80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication date:</td>
<td>9 October 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening date:</td>
<td>9 October 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closing date:</td>
<td>Open - no closing date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Last updated: 4 November 2020

Applications to this scheme must focus on original research projects or feasibility studies for research projects. EPSRC is looking to support grants in the region of £10 -80,000 at 80% full economic cost, and of up to 12 months in duration. Full proposals can be submitted at any time and will be considered by EPSRC on a rolling basis.

This scheme will follow a non-standard format for submission and assessment, with standard EPSRC eligibility and assessment criteria being applied. Applicants as principal investigators or co-investigators can only hold one small grant at any one time.

Any submissions to this call will not count towards the repeatedly unsuccessful applicants policy.

[Start application](#)
Who can apply

Standard EPSRC eligibility rules apply. Small grants are open to:

- UK higher education institutions
- research council institutes
- UKRI-approved independent research organisations
- NHS bodies with research capacity.

Read the guidance on institutional eligibility.

You can apply if you are resident in the UK and meet at least one of the below:

- are employed at the submitting research organisation at a level equivalent to lecturer or above
- hold a fixed-term contract that extends beyond the duration of the proposed project, and the host research organisation is prepared to give you all the support normal for a permanent employee
- hold an EPSRC, Royal Society or Royal Academy of Engineering fellowship aimed at later career stages
- hold fellowships under other schemes (please contact EPSRC to check eligibility, which is considered on a case-by-case basis).

Holders of postdoctoral level fellowships are not eligible to apply for an EPSRC grant.

There is no limit to the number of submissions from a single institution. However, applicants as principal investigators or co-investigators can only hold one small grant at any one time.

Applications are driven by ideas, and as such may involve either single or multiple applicants. Interdisciplinary and/or multidisciplinary collaborative research is permissible, and must be in majority mathematical sciences remit.

Applications to this call will not preclude applicants from schemes that include holding previous awards as an eligibility factor (for example, new investigator awards).

Submissions to this call will not count towards the repeatedly unsuccessful applicants policy.

Please ensure sufficient time to create Joint Electronic Submission system (Je-S) accounts for investigators who do not currently have one.

What we're looking for

Background
Following the announcement by the Prime Minister on 27 January 2020 of up to an additional £300 million for mathematical sciences, EPSRC can now announce a scheme specifically aimed at providing freedom to grant small amounts for initial research and early-stage idea generation.

The design of this scheme has taken into account steer from the mathematical sciences community including consultation through the mathematical sciences strategy workshop held in March 2019, the Mathematical Sciences Strategic Advisory Team, learned societies, and the advisory group for the additional funding for mathematical sciences programme.

More information about EPSRC’s portfolio and strategies.

Scope

Small grants are a mechanism for supporting mathematical sciences research which does not require funding at the level generally seen within standard research grants.

Projects must be focused on original research projects or feasibility studies for research projects. Proposals focused purely on networking or community building are not appropriate (and can be supported by other funding routes).

This scheme is for research, therefore proposals better suited to the workshop, network or overseas travel grant schemes will be rejected.

Requests for equipment over £10,000 in value should not be made.

Funding available

It is expected that proposals will be:

- up to 12 months in duration
- costed at between £10,000 and £80,000 (80% value of the full costing).

Grants costed higher than this will be permissible but applicants are asked to consider the spirit of the scheme and the impact a larger request will have on the number of grants EPSRC will be able to fund when applying.

In the first instance, a rising funding level of £2 million per annum will be allocated to this initiative however, this will be reviewed and may be subject to change.

Please ensure you account for adequate resources to enable the delivery of your proposed plans.

Equipment over £10,000 in value (inc. VAT) is not available through this call. Smaller items of equipment (individually under £10,000) should be in the ‘Directly Incurred – Other Costs’ heading.

More information on equipment funding.
**How to apply**

You should prepare and submit your proposal using the research councils’ [Joint Electronic Submission system (Je-S)](https://www.research councils.ac.uk/). When adding a new proposal, you should go to documents, select New Document, then select:

- council: EPSRC
- document type: Standard Proposal
- scheme: Standard/Outline/ …
- on the ‘Project Details’ page you should select the ‘Mathematical Sciences Small Grants Scheme’ call.

After completing the application:

- you must ‘Submit document’ which will send your application to your host Organisation’s administration
- your host organisation’s administration is required to complete the submission process.

As well as the Je-S application form the following documents must be submitted:

- case for support: four pages – including evidence of an ability to deliver the proposed research
- justification of resources: one page
- letters of support from all project partners included in the Je-S form: no page limit – Must be included from all named project partners. Must be on headed paper, and be signed and dated within six months of the proposal submission date
- host organisation letter of support: This document type should only be used where a secondment is being supported.

**Advice on writing proposals.**

Please note that on submission to EPSRC all non-PDF documents uploaded onto Je-S are converted to PDF. The use of non-standard fonts may result in errors or font conversion, which could affect the overall length of the document. If you are using software such as LaTeX please ensure you take extra care when converting to PDFs.

Proposals that do not meet EPSRC formatting guidelines (for example, correct font size, typeface and margins) will be rejected. Proposals will not be returned for amendment for incorrect formatting reasons. [Further information on EPSRC formatting guidelines](https://www.researchcouncils.ac.uk/)

EPSRC will not fund a project if it believes that there are ethical concerns that have been overlooked or not appropriately accounted for. All relevant parts of the ethical information section must be completed. [Further guidance on completing the Je-S form](https://www.researchcouncils.ac.uk/). EPSRC guidance can be found under additional information.
How we will assess your application

The small grants scheme will have a single submission stage for full proposals. Full proposals will be batched and assessed by a panel drawn from the mathematical sciences community. Due to the nature and timescales of this scheme, there will be no postal peer review and no right to reply.

In the event of this scheme being substantially oversubscribed as to be unmanageable, EPSRC reserve the right to modify the assessment process.

This scheme will be kept under regular review and dependent on demand and timing of applications, EPSRC reserve the right to modify the assessment process.

Standard criteria

Quality (primary) the research excellence, making reference to:

- the novelty, relationship to the context, timeliness and relevance to identified stakeholders
- the ambition, adventure, transformative aspects or potential outcomes
- the suitability of the proposed methodology and the appropriateness of the approach to achieving impact.

For multi-disciplinary proposals please state which aspects of the proposal you feel qualified to assess.

National importance (secondary major) how the research:

- contributes to, or helps maintain the health of other disciplines contributes to addressing key UK societal challenges and/or contributes to future UK economic success and development of emerging industry(s)
- meets national needs by establishing/maintaining a unique world leading activity
- complements other UK research funded in the area, including any relationship to the EPSRC portfolio.

Applicant and partnerships (secondary), the ability to deliver the proposed project, making reference to:

- appropriateness of the track record of the applicant(s)
- balance of skills of the project team, including collaborators.

Resources and management (secondary), the effectiveness of the proposed planning and management and whether the requested resources are appropriate and have been fully justified, making reference to:

- any equipment requested, or the viability of the arrangements described to access equipment needed for this project, and particularly on any university or third-party contribution
- any resources requested for activities to either increase impact, for public engagement or to support responsible innovation.
Feedback

Detailed feedback will not be provided on submitted proposals.

Key dates

There are no deadlines for a submission to the scheme. Proposals can be submitted at any time and will be considered by EPSRC on a rolling basis. These proposals will be assessed by a panel drawn from the mathematical sciences community. Please be aware we cannot guarantee applications going to specific panels. Proposals will be batched up for assessment four times a year.

Batching dates for proposals* will be:

- start of November
- mid-January
- mid-April
- mid-July.

Panels* will be held shortly after.

*EPSRC aims to adhere to these dates as published, however there may be exceptions where dates have to change due to demand or panel member availability.

Contact details

For help and advice on costings and writing your proposal please contact your research office in the first instance, allowing sufficient time for your organisation’s submission process.

Any queries regarding the submission of proposals through Je-S should be directed to:

- Je-S helpdesk (jeshelp@je-s.ukri.org – 01793 444164).

Any enquiries related to this scheme should be directed to:

- EPSRC mathematical sciences team (maths@epsrc.ukri.org).

Additional info

Background

On 27 January 2020, the Prime Minister announced additional funding of up to £300 million for mathematical sciences. The additional funding of up to £300 million
will more than double the current funding for the mathematical sciences delivered by EPSR), part of UK Research and Innovation.

This new investment will be for research projects, fellowships and doctoral awards where the research focus is in mathematical sciences as well as providing additional funding to increase participants at the Isaac Newton Institute (Cambridge) and the International Centre for Mathematical Sciences (Edinburgh), and additional support to the Heibronn Institute for Mathematical Research.

More information on the additional funding for mathematical sciences programme.

More information about EPSRC’s portfolio and strategies.

Further Information

Please use the links below to see specific guidance on:

- [resubmissions](#)
- [repeatedly unsuccessful applications](#)
- [equipment](#)
- [use of animals](#)
- [responsible research and innovation](#)
- [ethical considerations](#)
- [equality, diversity and inclusion](#)
- [DORA](#) – We are committed to support the recommendations and principles set out by the [San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment](#) (DORA). You should not use journal-based metrics, such as journal impact factors, as a surrogate measure of the quality of individual research articles, to assess an investigator’s contributions, or to make funding decisions
- [other EPSRC funding options](#).

Supporting documents

- [Equality impact assessment (PDF, 205KB)](#).

Timeline

- 9 October 2020
  Opening date

- Open - no closing date
  Closing date

- Quarterly
NOTE  This is the first phase of our new website – let us know if you have feedback or would like to help us test new developments.